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Chapter 1571: A World Of Difference 

Chapter 1571 

After Lin Kai finished speaking, he immediately came to Wu Feifan and asked Wu Feifan to take off his 

clothes. 

Since he had come to act as a stand-in for Wu Feifan’s action, he wanted the same clothes and styles. 

Wu Feifan originally wanted to persuade Lin Kai, but at this time, Pan Liguo asked Wu Feifan to take off 

his clothes and Lin Kai changed it. 

Wu Feifan had no choice but to take off his clothes and gave it to Lin Kai. 

Later, Pan Liguo called a makeup artist, a stylist, etc., and dressed Lin Kai as a male one. 

When everything is done, start hanging Wia. 

Although Lin Kai did not hang Avia before, he was still able to do well. 

Before long, Lin Kai was arranged to hang Wia on the roof of an ancient building from there, preparing 

to fly down. 

Yin Suyan below saw Lin Kai’s appearance now, and his eyes were obsessed. 

Lin Kai dressed in ancient costumes, especially in white, standing relaxed and casual on the roofs of 

ancient buildings. In addition, Lin Kai himself was very handsome. After putting on makeup, he looked 

even more dusty. 

As if he were a real banished immortal, Yin Suyan hopes that Lin Kai is the male one in this movie. 

At this moment, standing beside Lin Kai was Yan Xin’s stand-in. 

After all, this is an ancient costume Xianxia drama, martial arts is needed, Yan Xin naturally can’t do 

martial arts moves, only to find a substitute to do it. 

Wait a minute, Lin Kai was holding Yan Xin’s stand-in, and through Diaoweiya, he jumped to the other 

roof ten meters away. Then he jumped from the top of the roof to the ground again, during which the 

movements should be continuous and smooth. 

Lin Kai knew that his stand-in would not be able to take pictures of his face, so he went up by himself to 

solve the trouble for the crew. 

Pan Liguo was at the bottom, holding a loudspeaker, and asked Lin Kai: “Mr. Lin, are you ready? If you 

are ready, start immediately and pay attention to safety. If it doesn’t work, don’t force it.” 

Pan Liguo asked one more sentence, after all, he was the biggest investor. 

In fact, Pan Liguo was also worried about Lin Kai, whether he could do it, let alone other actors or staff, 

one by one thought that Lin Kai would definitely end in failure. 



Lin Kai didn’t have any thoughts, he was ready, and he sensed the coercion tied to his body and was 

pulled. 

There were a dozen people below, grabbing the other end, and lifting Lin Kai up. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai didn’t hesitate to pick up Yan Xin’s substitute. 

Yan Xin’s stand-in is a rare young woman who practices martial arts, and she looks pretty. 

Although Yan Xin’s stand-in also hangs Wia, it’s just for Yan Xin’s stand-in for safety, without pulling. 

It was Lin Kai, holding Yan Xin’s stand-in, jumping to the opposite roof, and jumping down again. 

At this time, Wia had completely hung up, and Lin Kai was secretly running Zhen Qi. 

When it comes to the foundation-building period, you can simply fly with the sword, and now it is the 

golden core period, you can completely rely on true energy to fly for a period of time. 

Lin Kai relied on his own flight to shoot this segment. 

However, in order to conceal his flying ability, Lin Kai and the speed of this Hanging Wia are controlled at 

the same speed. 

Therefore, in the eyes of other people, Lin Kaidiaoweia is very skilled, and everyone is very surprised. 

They all doubted whether Lin Kai was lying before, because Lin Kai had said that he had never hanged 

Wia, but now looking at it, why is it so casual. 

All of them were shocked. Even if it is a lie, this skilled look is more professional than Wu Feifan! 

Wu Feifan has studied martial arts since he was a child, and has won many awards and achieved very 

high achievements. 

So that, at a young age can serve as the main weapon of the big movie. 

However, Lin Kai seemed to be younger than Wu Feifan, and unexpectedly better than Wu Feifan. His 

movements were many times smoother. Especially Lin Kai’s relaxed and casual appearance made the 

group of people below stunned. 

That Yan Xin’s substitute in Lin Kai’s arms could perceive a great change. 

After all, she didn’t know how many times she had been taken down like this before. And they are all, 

like sitting on a tricycle, walking on a mountain road, the kind of bumps. 

But this time, it was quite different. It seemed that he was on a super-powerful off-road vehicle, and he 

was walking on a mountain road, but it was very flat. 

Immediately, under the dumbfounded gaze of the group of people below, Lin Kai was very relaxed and 

jumped onto the opposite roof. 

The group of people below couldn’t help comparing Lin Kai and Wu Feifan. 

Wu Feifan’s previous jump, using an inappropriate metaphor, was that the old man jumped slowly 

there. 



At this time, Lin Kai seemed to be a cool and handsome young guy, and he looked very free and easy, 

really like a **** descending to the world. 

The two are worlds apart! 

“I’m going! Is it my illusion? Why does Mr. Lin’s actions, really think that Mr. Lin has something to do!” 

“You are not alone with such hallucinations! I even think that Mr. Lin didn’t use the power of Wia!” 

The people below, whether they were actors, staff, or directors, were shocked again when they saw Lin 

Kai jumped down from the roof, and the whole thing was completely fluent. 

Pan Liguo was even more overjoyed. This set of actions was simply amazing! so perfect! Much better 

than he thought! 

Yin Suyan saw the reaction of those nearby, she felt a sense of pride inexplicably, her pretty face was 

also full of smiles, and she whispered: “Lin Kai really didn’t disappoint me! He has always been able to 

give people a way to create miracles. a feeling of!” 

Wu Feifan smiled bitterly. Not long ago, he was still persuading Lin Kai to be in danger. He is ashamed of 

the comparison now. 

He wanted to know how Lin Kai managed such smooth movements. In short, he is a professional, I 

admire him. 

At this time, it was Lin Kai who jumped down and made a beautiful turn, chic and casual. 

Pan Liguo was excited and excited, and shouted: “Okay! It’s okay! It’s perfect!” 

This scene is not only finished, but also perfect! 

Under the ancient building, Lin Kai heard what Pan Liguo said, and knew that the filming was over, so he 

immediately put down the substitute of Yan Xin in his arms. 

That Yan Xin’s stand-in was full of curiosity to Lin Kai, and said, “Mr. Lin, do you really have light work? 

It’s too powerful.” 

Lin laughed and didn’t say a word. He didn’t answer anything. He just said, “Hurry up and get the Wia 

**** on your body. You can take a rest.” 

That Yan Xin’s stand-in didn’t ask much when he heard the words, but in his eyes, he looked at Lin Kai 

with admiration, and she was sure in her heart that Lin Kai would be easy! 

Soon, Lin Kai and that Yan Xin’s stand-in had already removed the Via. 

Chapter 1572: A Group Of Fans 

Chapter 1572 

When Pan Liguo saw Lin Kai and Yan Xin’s substitute, they all came over. 

Then he smiled very satisfied and said: “Everyone can finish work! Thank you Mr. Lin for your help this 

time! This section is really great, I don’t need to shoot it again! This time is enough! Everyone has 



worked hard, rest. Now, the late crew will send out lunch boxes. In addition, Wu Feifan, Lu Qingfeng, 

and Yan Xin, you three will study the scenes that will be filmed tomorrow.” 

Pan Liguo said one more thing. As for Yin Suyan, he thought the acting was very good, and it was beyond 

his imagination. 

Wu Feifan, Lu Qingfeng and Yan Xin didn’t refute anything, knowing that they had many shortcomings. 

Especially Lu Qingfeng, since Lin Kai taught him the last time, his whole person has not been as arrogant 

as before. Of course, although there is still a little bit, it is much better than before. 

At least for now, I can still accept Pan Liguo’s opinions humbly. 

If you change your previous attitude, you may not even care about Pan Liguo. 

It also shows that the lessons Lin Kai taught him were profound enough. 

But at this time, when Lin Kai came, there were many people around Lin Kai, and everyone curiously 

began to inquire. 

“Mr. Lin, you are too good! How do you do it so casually?” 

“Yeah, handsome! I love it!” 

“Mr. Lin…” 

In the crew, there are also many young and beautiful supporting actresses, as well as some young girls’ 

staff. When they saw Lin Kai just now, they were all fascinated, and they came forward to inquire. 

To talk about inquiries, it would be better to say that I wanted to come forward and strike up a 

conversation with Lin Kai. After all, Lin Kai is rich and young, and he is the biggest investor in this movie. 

They are very excited. 

Yin Suyan, who was not far away, saw this scene, but didn’t worry about anything, and let the young 

girls surround Lin Kai. 

Of course, there are some of them, and I’m really curious about how Lin Kai did it. 

Let alone these young girls, many actors, male staff, and even Pan Liguo and others were very curious. 

They looked at Lin Kai and waited for Lin Kai’s answer. 

At this moment, when Lin Kai saw himself and was surrounded by a group of young girls, he shook his 

head speechlessly. 

The reason why I drove the van and won the first race in Qiling Mountain last time was because I didn’t 

want to be surrounded by a group of people. 

Unexpectedly, he was just being surrounded by the crew to solve the problems of the filming. 

When Lin Kai saw these little fans, he could only helplessly explain: “Although I haven’t practiced martial 

arts since I was a child, when I was a soldier, these skills are still good. As long as I learn some skills, it is 

still very easy. “ 



Hearing Lin Kai’s explanation, the crowd was stunned, and then looked at Lin Kai more admiringly. 

Pan Liguo made a summary: “Mr. Lin is Mr. Lin, this technique is too professional!” 

Everyone also nodded. 

Especially this group of young girls, all acting as little fans, still surrounding Lin Kai, talking about 

invitations to dinner, etc., and adding a contact. 

Lin Kai was embarrassed and found a reason, so he withdrew first. He told Yin Suyan before leaving that 

he would wait for Yin Suyan in the parking lot. 

After all, Yin Suyan had to change back to his clothes and remove makeup, which took a while. 

Mainly, Yin Suyan had said that when Lin Kai came, he waited until he invited him to dinner at night. 

Otherwise, just go back. 

Before long, Lin drove in the parking lot, found his car, got in and waited. 

About half an hour later, Yin Suyan arrived and sat in the position of the co-pilot. 

Lin Kai stepped on the gas pedal and drove into the city, then said, “Su Yan, first see where to eat.” 

As he said, he thought for a while, and said again: “By the way, is there any problem with your girlfriend 

Su Qiaoqiao. If there is no problem, you can be cured for your girlfriend tomorrow, the heart is very 

sick.” 

“Lin Kai, at noon, my girlfriend has already said that she communicated with her sister Su Mengmeng, 

and they are willing to be treated, just waiting if you have time.” Yin Suyan responded with a smile. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but nodded: “That said, tomorrow I will be free to treat them.” 

“Row.” 

Yin Suyan said immediately. 

In the office of the president of a certain commercial building, one looks almost the same as Su 

Qiaoqiao, except that she has shoulder-length short hair. She is Su Qiaoqiao’s twin sister, Su Mengmeng. 

At this time, Su Mengmeng received a text message from her sister Su Qiaoqiao. 

After reading the news, she was silent first, and then immediately called her assistant: “Xiao Li, help me 

book a ticket to the East China Sea. The flight tonight is the flight tonight. Its okay to be late.” 

After hanging up the phone, Su Mengmeng had a look of anticipation in her eyes, and more doubts. 

Even so, she chose to rush to the East China Sea tomorrow. 

After that, Su Mengmeng returned a message to Su Qiaoqiao, stating that the day would come. 

She can actually use her heart and soul to go back to Su Qiaoqiao, but if she doesn’t take the initiative, 

she won’t use it. 



It’s hard to reduce the probability of this kind of spirituality infinitely, and if it is really used, it will 

continue like that. 

After all, she is not sure whether the person her sister said can be cured. 

At the same time, Lin Kai came to a restaurant and ate with Yin Suyan. 

Originally, he planned to treat Su Qiaoqiao and Su Qiaoqiao together tonight, but after thinking about it, 

it is estimated that the other party may not be so soon, so he will decide tomorrow. 

In the past two days, he happened to be free and there was nothing to do, so he had promised Su 

Qiaoqiao before, so he should finish it soon. 

Otherwise, when you run out of time, you will keep delaying, which is not good. 

During the meal, Yin Suyan received Su Qiaoqiao’s reply again, and smiled and said to Lin: “I’m sure, I’ll 

come here in the morning.” 

Lin Kai responded: “Then tell her, tomorrow morning at your hotel, just open a room, wait for me to go 

to the treatment, anyway, my home there is very close.” 

When Yin Suyan heard what Lin Kai said, he gave Lin Kai a blank glance: “Look at what you said, let a pair 

of twin sisters go to open a house, and then wait for you to pass. This is not so imaginative.” 

Although Yin Suyan was joking, Lin Kai could hear that Yin Suyan’s tone was jealous. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but shook his head and smiled, “Could it be possible to bring it back to my home for 

treatment?” 

After listening, Yin Suyan said immediately: “In comparison, it is indeed a hotel. It is a pity that I will go 

to the filming tomorrow morning, otherwise I will definitely go with you, lest you take advantage of 

others. Qiao Qiao is easy to say, but sister Su Mengmeng is a little hard to speak. I know you are kind 

enough to help, but you have to pay attention.” 

Chapter 1573: Su Sisters 

Chapter 1573 

“Oh?” 

Lin Kai was slightly surprised, and said: “Su Qiaoqiao’s sister, why is Su Mengmeng hard to speak?” 

However, Yin Suyan showed a smile and snorted: “You will know then, in short, you are not allowed to 

take advantage of others.” 

When Lin Kai saw Yin Suyan’s expression, he knew that there must be nothing good. He shook his head 

helplessly, “Don’t worry, I’m not that kind of person.” 

He went for treatment because he agreed, or in front of Yin Suyan, he agreed to his girlfriend Su 

Qiaoqiao. 

Therefore, in any case, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng must be treated for the kind of illnesses that 

have a strong heart. 



Yin Suyan didn’t answer, and Lin Kai naturally didn’t ask much. He waited tomorrow to see for himself. 

After eating, it was only eight o’clock in the evening. 

At Yin Suyan’s suggestion, went to see a movie. After watching, I ate supper. 

Finally, Lin Kai sent Yin Suyan back to the hotel. Tomorrow Yin Suyan would have to get up early and go 

to the western suburbs to film. 

When leaving, Yin Suyan looked at Lin Kai reluctantly and returned to the hotel room. 

Lin Kai smiled, and then he returned home. 

One night, he was using the funnel extraction ability to double the speed of cultivation, and another 

night of cultivation at this speed would break through a small level of cultivation. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help but eager to try. After the breakthrough, he had to think of a way to draw out Lin 

Yuan, or a master that Lin Yuan had secretly trained, and try if he could cut it quickly. 

Although his previous strength was able to beat Lin Yuan, he was still somewhat reluctant to quickly kill 

Lin Yuan. 

Lin Yuan was scheming and cautious, once Lin Kai was dragged down, Lin Yuan could always run away. 

As for the masters trained by Lin Yuan secretly, this was also known to Lin Kai through his own soul, that 

is, Wei Shifeng, a high-level Leiyuan Group. 

It’s a pity that Wei Shifeng only knows, but he still hasn’t seen it with his own eyes, nor have other 

senior leaders of Leiyuan Group. 

In this way, Lin Kai practiced endlessly all night. 

In the morning of the next day, Su Qiaoqiao came to the hotel where Yin Suyan was staying, opened a 

room, and went in. 

In the morning, Lin Kai received a message from Su Qiaoqiao. At nine o’clock in the morning, he set out 

to the hotel and learned the hotel room number on the way. 

When Lin drove to the room number, he saw a person standing outside the door, it was Shao Bai Bai 

Haoyu. 

Bai Haoyu did not leave the East China Sea, naturally because he knew that Lin Shanxi used that way to 

heal the telepathy between Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng. 

He still didn’t believe it very much, thinking of persuading Su Qiaoqiao, he ran to stop him, but he didn’t 

know that he kept knocking on the door, but Su Qiaoqiao just refused to let him in and did not respond 

to him. 

Bai Haoyu was anxious, so when he saw Lin Kai coming, he didn’t have any good expressions, he looked 

like he was about to eat Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai curiously asked, “I just came in from the elevator entrance, I said I was a little familiar, it turned 

out to be Young Master Bai, why are you looking at me with such a look?” 



Bai Haoyu suddenly hummed: “I saw that Qiao Qiao hadn’t returned to the capital today. I wanted to 

find her, but I didn’t expect to see her go out. And I came to the hotel. I found out last night and her 

sister will come here. Hotel. So, I see the problem. As expected, you still show up!” 

Lin Kai shook his head speechlessly: “You are thinking about it. You said it before. I treat it with the 

benevolent attitude of a doctor. In addition, Su Qiaoqiao is Yin Suyan’s best friend, and Yin Suyan is my 

friend. Besides, I owe Yin Suyan a favor, so dont look at me with that look.” 

When Bai Haoyu heard this, he said angrily: “I will believe you for the time being, but you will be treated 

with treatment. The telepathy of the twin sisters is fine. However, why did they both take off their 

clothes and hug them? Together? You said you didn’t mean it?” 

Facing Bai Haoyus questioning, Lin Kai was even more speechless: “Ive stated it last time. As for whether 

you believe it or not, its up to you. What’s more, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng only allowed me to do 

this after discussing it. Its not like them, so dont worry about it.” 

As Lin Kai said, he said lightly: “The breakfast in this hotel is delicious. You can try it. After you finish 

eating, I will probably be cured.” 

Bai Haoyu knew that Lin Kai couldn’t be helped, but he was still quite unwilling to say: “I don’t believe 

that you can really cure it. If there is no cure, isn’t it just eating the tofu of the twin sisters?” 

Thinking of this, Bai Haoyu became even more angry. 

Although he wanted to do the same, the point was that it wasn’t him. 

Lin Kai said speechlessly, “You say yes.” 

He didn’t bother to explain anything. If it wasn’t for the fact that the Bai family in Beijing was considered 

a decent person, he wouldn’t spend any extra time trying to waste any talk with Bai Haoyu. 

As Lin Kai spoke righteously, the door of the room opened and Su Qiaoqiao came out, obviously hearing 

the movement outside. 

Su Qiaoqiao ignored Bai Haoyu, and when he saw Lin Kai, his face was full of smiles: “Mr. Lin, don’t call 

me when you arrive, please come in quickly.” 

Lin Kai nodded, and then followed Su Qiaoqiao into the room. 

Bai Haoyu wanted to go in, but was stopped by Su Qiaoqiao. Without a word, the door of the room was 

closed. 

Bai Haoyu couldn’t get in at all, so he was turned away. 

This made Bai Haoyu grief and indignation, so he had to go downstairs to eat something. When he 

finished eating, he had to see if Lin Kai could heal him. If there is no cure, he will have to fight Lin Kai 

desperately. 

In the room at this time. 

In addition to Lin Kai and Su Qiaoqiao, there is also a woman with shoulder-length short hair. She looks 

almost the same as Su Qiaoqiao, and she is her sister Su Mengmeng. 



Su Mengmeng was one step ahead of Bai Haoyu, so Bai Haoyu had no chance to come in. 

Lin Kai noticed that Su Mengmeng was sitting on the edge of the bed, with Erlang’s legs tilted and 

wearing a baseball cap, as if strangers would not enter. 

If you say, Su Qiaoqiao is the kind of gentle and generous little woman like Yin Suyan. 

And Su Mengmeng is more like a superwoman, or a tomboy, deliberately dressed like this. 

Su Mengmeng was originally looking at the phone. At this moment, she raised her head and looked at 

Lin Kai. Then she stood up. The expression on her face did not change. She said to Lin very flatly: “Hello, 

Mr. Lin. This is Su. Qiao Qiao’s sister Su Mengmeng.” 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “Hello, my name is Lin Kai. I am Yin Suyan’s friend, and your sister is Yin Suyan’s 

best friend, so I know.” 

Lin Kai could hear that Su Mengmeng’s indifferent meaning seemed normal on the outside, but he was 

actually suspicious of him. 

What Lin Kai did not expect was that Su Mengmeng was also straightforward and said, “Mr. Lin, since 

you are here, let’s start now.” 

Chapter 1574: Outspoken 

Chapter 1574 

Lin Kai was taken aback for a moment. Normally, his type of treatment is not acceptable to many girls. 

Regardless of whether Su Qiaoqiao agreed in the end, but at first he was very resistant, so he had to 

solve the telepathic illness of her and her sister. 

So Su Qiaoqiao still reluctantly, Su Mengmeng is not so resistant, as long as it can be treated well, there 

is no problem. 

The reason why Lin Kai was stunned was because Yin Suyan had previously said that Su Mengmeng was 

a little hard to speak. 

How come it seems that he is better to talk than Su Qiaoqiao. 

Especially, Su Mengmeng’s proactive manner made Lin Kai also surprised. 

Su Qiaoqiao, who was next to him, was very twitchy and shy, which was a normal reaction. 

On the contrary, Su Mengmeng had a very calm expression. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help shook his head, and responded: “You two, if you are ready, I can treat you now.” 

As he spoke, he took out a silver needle. 

In fact, there is no need for silver needles, just use Zhen Qi. 

However, in order to avoid being said to be taking advantage, silver needles were used to transmit true 

energy. 



Su Qiaoqiao’s face was still a little red when he heard the words, and then cautiously asked Lin Kai, “Mr. 

Lin, you can really treat our disease?” 

No wonder she asked so cautiously. After all, after a while, she and her sister will take off their clothes 

and hold them together. 

You know, since the two of them have memories, no man has seen their bodies, even their fathers are 

the same. 

In other words, when Lin Kai came down, it was the first man who had seen their bodies since they 

could remember. 

As a result, the more Su Qiaoqiao thought so, the shy he became, and he began to hesitate. 

It was hard before, and I made up my mind, and my sister Su Mengmeng also agreed, so I agreed. 

But now, seeing that it is about to start, I can’t help but hesitate even more. 

Before Lin Kai said anything, Su Mengmeng calmly said to Su Qiaoqiao, “Sister, we two have discussed 

and agreed to Mr. Lin. Mr. Lin is here too, how can we back down? And Lin The arrival of the husband 

shows that he still has some confidence, otherwise he would not come. 

So let’s not worry about whether Mr. Lin can heal us well. If we have come, we will be at ease. We will 

start to take off our clothes now, otherwise we are wasting time. “ 

Lin Kai was stunned for a while. Su Mengmeng didn’t seem to say what Yin Suyan had said, so it’s hard 

to talk. 

He was about to say something. At this moment, Su Mengmeng looked at Lin Kai, and then said, “Mr. 

Lin, although you are Yin Suyans friend, I hope you didnt lie to us. If it really takes my sister and me, this 

After the illness is cured, there will be a huge medical expense. 

Of course, if the treatment fails, we accept it and we will also pay a lot of medical expenses. After all, 

one is willing to fight and the other is willing to suffer. But if it fools us, it won’t be treated by Chinese 

medicine at all, then I will be embarrassed. I tend to say ugly things first, don’t blame Mr. Lin. “ 

When Lin Kai heard Su Mengmeng’s words, he was a little surprised, why Yin Suyan would say that. 

It’s not that Su Mengmeng is really hard to speak, but in terms of this attitude, she is quite straight-

hearted. 

Lin Kai actually likes this kind of personality, the kind that has one thing to say. 

He smiled and said: “The cost is unnecessary, I will help you myself, because I owe Su Yan a favor, so I 

don’t have to.” 

The implication is that he is naturally confident of treatment, and there is no need to worry about 

anything. 

“That’s good.” 

Su Mengmeng’s expression remained unchanged, and after nodding, she decisively took off her clothes. 



Su Qiaoqiao next to her was a bit speechless when she saw that her sister was so direct. 

Since separating after graduating from university, in order to distinguish, his sister Su Mengmeng has 

changed her personality and became what she is now. 

She used to have a personality similar to her. 

Su Qiaoqiao sighed in his heart, and felt that this problem should be treated. 

Therefore, Su Qiaoqiao didn’t hesitate anymore at this time, and proceeded to take off his clothes 

gradually. 

As for Lin Kai, he sat on the sofa casually. He didn’t specifically avoid it. The two sisters took off their 

clothes there. Of course, I didn’t pay any attention to it, just maintained a normal heart, and practiced 

slightly there. 

Lin Kai actually, at this moment, he could detect that Su Mengmeng seemed very calm on the surface, 

but in terms of heartbeat, it was much faster than Su Qiaoqiao. 

This shows that, deep down, Su Mengmeng is more nervous and shy than Su Qiaoqiao. 

Lin Kai shook his head and laughed secretly, he naturally wouldn’t say it. 

Lin Kaidao: “But you are allowed to enter the quilt and hold each other.” 

Lin Kai also knew that it would be very difficult to expose all of it. 

So he added one sentence, then got up and said again: “I’ll wash my hands and come here later.” 

Lin Kai sensed that the two sisters, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng, had very fast heartbeats, so they 

found a reason and went to the bathroom to avoid them. 

When seeing Lin Kaizhen go to the bathroom, both Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng were relieved, and 

the two were still very embarrassed. 

Fortunately, Lin Kai said this, and really left. 

Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng looked at each other, and they could see a trace of hope in each other’s 

eyes. 

After all, the more Lin Kai did this, the more it showed that Lin Kai might not be lying to them. 

Two minutes later, Lin Kai came out of the bathroom. He did wash his hands. Later, he still used a silver 

needle to give the light body of Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng to transmit the true energy. 

As soon as Lin Kai came out, he saw Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng, already lying on the bed, but under 

the covers. 

Its just September, and the tail of summer is still a bit hot, so that the quilt is still a bit thin, and you can 

see the figures of the two sisters. 

Lin Kai didn’t have any thoughts. Before he was going to treat him, he opened his mouth and said: “Wait 

a minute, I will be on your body for acupuncture treatment. Since you started from your mother’s belly, 



you started to have the yin and yang energy in each other, and lost both Inside. So you have to hold 

each other tightly in the belly of your mother. 

In this case, I can use this acupuncture treatment to get rid of all the yin and yang qi for you. After it is 

cleared, the disease can be completely cured. “ 

Naturally, Lin Kai wouldn’t say that he would use True Qi to treat, otherwise Su Qiaoqiao and Su 

Mengmeng would definitely not believe him. 

Chapter 1575: Devouring Yin And Yang 

1575 Swallowing Yin and Yang Qi 

Upon hearing Lin Kai’s words, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng nodded obediently. 

No matter what thoughts he had, he had already taken off now. In the quilt, he could only accept what 

Lin Kai said. 

Lin Kai looked at them speechlessly. The sisters Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng shook their heads and 

said: “Since I heard it, don’t hug them together. Remember, the tighter you hold the better, don’t blame 

me for not reminding you. “ 

Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng were both stunned, they didn’t understand what Lin Kai’s last sentence 

meant, so I didn’t blame him for reminding them. 

Although the two sisters were a little confused, they still started to face each other tightly, hugging each 

other. 

When Lin Kai saw this, he nodded in satisfaction, and walked to the edge of the bed. He immediately 

raised his hand, and immediately covered Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng with the thin quilt. , To take 

away. 

Of course, Lin Kai had to remove the quilt, otherwise, how would he use silver needles to transmit true 

energy for the two of them. 

Separated by the quilt, even such a thin quilt will not work. 

Because Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng, the yin and yang two qi in their bodies were formed from birth 

to now, along with the growth of the two sisters. 

After so many years, it is necessary to rely on contact-type transmission of infuriating energy for 

treatment. 

Otherwise, Lin Kai wouldn’t let Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng take off their clothes. 

If it can be transmitted directly, it will not be so troublesome at all. 

But at this moment, Lin Kai suddenly removed the quilt, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng, no matter how 

they were, all exclaimed at this moment, and then they were very shy. 

The two sisters couldn’t help but hugged tighter. No wonder Lin Kai just said, don’t blame him for not 

reminding. 



Because of this tightness, at least Lin Kai couldn’t see them in front. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai began to use silver needles, and then energized the true energy in his body to treat 

the two sisters. 

However, Bai Haoyu outside the door came back from downstairs. He ate a few bites of breakfast and 

couldn’t help coming here, waiting for the three to come out. 

He did not expect that as soon as he came here, he heard two shy voices coming from inside. 

One of them was very familiar, which made Bai Haoyu again, extremely sad and angry, knocking on the 

door of this room, and then shouted: “Lin Kai! Lin Kai! You opened the door for me! What happened 

inside! Joe! Joe, you also reply!” 

Lin Kai in the room, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng sisters, did not hear Bai Haoyu say. 

Even if I heard it, I wouldn’t pay attention to it. 

At this time, Lin Kai was earnestly piercing Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng with the silver needle a few 

times. 

On each stitch, there was some true energy, and these true energy were the true energy that Lin 

Kaidan’s field had refined. 

This kind of qi, under the operation of Lin Kai’s exercises, is beneficial and harmless to the human body. 

It can even be said that for ordinary mortals, it can be regarded as a cure for all diseases. 

As for the true energy of heaven and earth, the unrefined true energy, ordinary people will not be able 

to withstand the power of true energy of heaven and earth, and it will be very painful. In severe cases, 

the body will explode and die. 

The night before yesterday, when Lin Kai severely punished Sun Tian in the provincial capital, he used 

Heaven and Earth True Qi to sink into Sun Tian’s body, making Sun Tian miserable. 

Now it is just the opposite. This refines the true qi from the past, and after immersing in it, it is 

refreshing. 

At this time, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng felt this way, and the two sisters looked forward to it even 

more, as if it had an effect. 

However, the treatment is far from over. It is only the first step to input the true energy. 

Next, Lin Kai controlled the incoming true energy and let it come to the hearts of the two sisters. 

The reason why Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng have been able to have the kind of heart since 

childhood is because the yin and yang two qi stay in the heart and become fixed. 

Therefore, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng have a spiritual heart, which is a real spiritual heart, not the 

kind of tacit understanding. 

What Lin Kai has to do now is to encircle Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng’s heart, those yin and yang two 

qi, use true qi to swallow those yin and yang two qi. 



It seems very simple, but in fact it is still a bit difficult. 

After all, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng are both mortal bodies, so you have to control them when the 

qi is swallowed. If one doesn’t control it, letting those yin and yang two qi rush around, it will damage 

the bodies of the two sisters, which is still not good. 

Therefore, Lin Kaizheng concentrated on controlling the transmitted zhenqi to swallow Su Qiaoqiao and 

Su Mengmeng, the yin and yang in the heart. 

Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng became very nervous for some reason, especially when they felt the 

changes in their bodies, which made them both nervous and looking forward to it. In short, they felt it 

was effective! 

What they worry about is that they don’t know if Lin Kai can treat them well. 

Lin Kai was 100% sure, but he chose the safest way without hurting Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng, 

which was to slowly devour it. 

This is just a little bit slower. In other respects, it is very safe, without any danger. 

About ten minutes later, Lin Kai put Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng on their backs and took off their 

silver needles. Then they said: “Try it first, is there any kind of mutual interaction? Between, is there a 

communion?” 

Although Lin Kai was 100% sure, he completely solved the problem of Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng. 

However, in the end, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng, the sisters, came to try the results. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng glanced at each other, and they could see 

each other’s expressions even more nervous. 

But after all, they still had to face it, so that after looking at them again, the two sisters both felt each 

other’s thoughts. 

In the past, you can know what the other party is thinking all at once. 

But now, I can’t sense it at all! 

Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng tried a few more times, and they found it to be true! 

All of a sudden, the problem that had troubled them for many years was finally solved! 

If it weren’t for their current state, they would have stood up happily, jumping on the bed like a child. 

Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng couldn’t help but look at Lin Kai. The eyes of the two sisters are full of 

gratitude. Lin Kai’s medical skills are really superb! 

Lin chuckled, and when he saw the expressions of the two sisters, he knew it was resolved, so he was 

relieved. 

He helped Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng, nothing more than to return Yin Suyan’s favor. 

Thinking of this, Lin Kai put the quilt back and said: “You guys get dressed, I’m going out now.” 



“Wait, Mr. Lin, I’ll accompany you out.” 

At this time, Su Qiaoqiao spoke. 

Chapter 1576: Depressed Shao Bai 

Chapter 1576: Depressed Young Master Bai 

Su Qiaoqiao knew that Bai Haoyu was outside, and she was afraid that Bai Haoyu would bump into Lin 

Kai, so she said that she would go out with Lin Kai first. 

And Su Qiaoqiao can also see that she and sister Su Mengmeng have cured the disease, and her sister no 

longer has to disguise her character. 

Knowing that her sister is shyer than she is, after all, Lin Kai looked at her body, and she would definitely 

be even shy if she stayed with Lin Kai later. 

Therefore, under comprehensive consideration, as a sister, she should go out with Lin Kai first. 

Lin Kai didn’t think much about it. After waiting here, Su Qiaoqiao quickly put on his clothes, and then 

quickly opened with Lin, walked out of the door of the room, and took the door with him by the way. 

As soon as he came out, Bai Haoyu immediately looked at Lin Kai angrily, but when he saw Su Qiaoqiao 

behind Lin Kai, he quickly asked: “Qiaoqiao, are you okay? Lin Kai didn’t do anything to you?” 

Su Qiaoqiao said silently: “You look at me like this, can I have anything to do? Also, my business has 

nothing to do with you, I have told you a long time ago, I have no feeling for you.” 

But Bai Haoyu remained the same, caring very much about Su Qiaoqiao, and didn’t care about Su 

Qiaoqiao’s words. 

Lin Kai couldn’t help being speechless, which reminded him of a popular sentence on the Internet, that 

is, licking a dog is bad for death. 

At this time, Bai Haoyu asked Su Qiaoqiao again: “Qiaoqiao, did Lin Kai take your clothes off? The most 

important thing is, has this kid cured you and your sister? If not, this kid is taking advantage of you and 

must not spare him lightly!” 

In fact, Bai Haoyu didn’t care about Su Qiaoqiao and Su Qiaoqiao’s sister Su Mengmeng’s disease, 

whether they were treated well. What he cared more about was whether Lin Kai took off the clothes of 

the two sisters before proceeding with the so-called’treatment’. 

Bai Haoyu was so envious, jealous, and hateful that he could not wait to replace Lin Kai. 

In Bai Haoyu’s eyes, Lin Kai did this deliberately under the excuse of treatment. 

But then Su Qiaoqiao’s words shocked Bai Haoyu. 

“What are you talking about? Mr. Lin didn’t take advantage of us. My sister and I are grateful to Mr. Lin. 

Without him, my sister and I will continue to bother.” When Su Qiaoqiao said, his pretty face was still It 

was a little red, after all, she couldn’t help feeling shy when she thought of Lin Kai treating her and Su 

Mengmeng before. 



Although Su Qiaoqiao didn’t say what he said clearly, he actually said that the clothes were taken off and 

the illness was cured. 

Bai Haoyu directly ignored it. Lin Kai treated Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng after healed the illness, but 

stared at Lin Kai and said angrily: “Lin Kai! You! You are still capable of doing this. This is not human. It’s! 

I really want to beat you up, it’s damned!” 

Lin Kai glanced at Bai Haoyu faintly, and said, “Wait when you have the ability to beat me, let’s say this.” 

When Bai Haoyu heard this, he became even more angry. He said that precisely because he knew that 

he was not Lin Kai’s opponent at all, and he could not even beat a finger. 

The more Bai Haoyu thought about it, the more angry he knew that Lin Kai couldn’t help, so he 

hummed: “Lin Kai, how about I invite you to drink? Anyway, I will have a meal together at noon anyway, 

as if you were treating Qiaoqiao and her sister’s disease well. .” 

In terms of drinking, Bai Haoyu thinks that he belongs to Bacchus. 

Once in the upper class, he drank a lot of his peers, even many older generations, who could drink. 

Therefore, he wanted to vent his anger in drinking. 

Lin Kai was going to have lunch. Hearing Bai Haoyu’s treat, it couldn’t be better. 

As for drinking, he didn’t care. After he became a cultivator, he had never been drunk at all. 

Su Qiaoqiao could not help but open up to Lin: “Mr. Lin, I should invite you to dinner another day, and I 

will repay you.” 

Lin Kai smiled and shook his head: “That’s not necessary, anyway, young Master Bai treats you at noon 

today, so I won’t be polite.” 

When Bai Haoyu heard this sentence, his eyes lit up, and he kept nodding, “Yes, yeah, Lin Kai is right. 

Qiao Qiao, you also called your sister together, this time I will accompany Lin Kai for a drink!” 

Bai Haoyu became more excited as he thought about it, and when he was eating and drinking, he 

embarrassed Lin Kai. Let Su Qiaoqiao see that Lin Kai’s drunk smell is not as good as him. 

Seeing Lin Kai agreed, Su Qiaoqiao had no choice but to agree, but her sister Su Mengmeng returned the 

news and couldn’t tell, because she was catching the plane overnight and she was sleepy now. 

Su Qiaoqiao actually knew that it was Su Mengmeng’s excuse. Su Mengmeng felt much shy in her heart. 

Ever since, the three of them were on the first floor of this hotel and started eating. 

Bai Haoyu directly ordered three cases of wine and ordered ten more dishes, some of which were good 

and mediocre. 

Obviously, he was preparing to start drinking with Lin. 

Su Qiaoqiao didn’t know what Bai Haoyu meant, and wanted to persuade Lin Kai not to drink. 



Lin Kai just smiled and replied: “It’s okay, since it’s Shao Bai treats me, I wouldn’t refuse to give Shao Bai 

a face, so I will drink with Shao Bai. 

In fact, Lin Kai wouldn’t be so boring, he really drank with Bai Haoyu. 

That’s because not long ago, the system released a task to reward silver extraction ability. The task is 

simple, just get Bai Haoyu drunk. 

Anyway, Bai Haoyu himself drank with him for dinner, and Lin Kai just finished it with his own hands. 

Although the current silver extraction capacity is not very important to Lin Kai, some very practical silver 

extraction capacity will occasionally appear. 

As a result, Lin Kai accompanies Bai Haoyu to drink. 

Bai Haoyu did not expect that Lin Kai would really drink with him. 

He was not happy immediately, five bottles per person. 

After drinking the five bottles, Bai Haoyu felt a little drunk, but Lin Kai had nothing to do. 

Bai Haoyu suddenly didn’t believe in evil, and this time drank ten bottles each. 

Su Qiaoqiao, who was next to him, saw the two drinking this way, and felt that something would go 

wrong, so he quickly stopped. 

But Su Qiaoqiao’s stop was useless. The main reason was that Bai Haoyu gave it up this time. He didn’t 

believe it, he couldn’t get Lin Kai drunk. 

But next, what made Bai Haoyu very depressed was that after drinking ten bottles again, his whole 

person was a little erratic, almost drunk. 

But Bai Yi saw Lin Kai really nothing, as if he was drinking water instead of wine. 

Bai Haoyu gritted his teeth and continued to drink five bottles each. 

But this time, Bai Haoyu was completely drunk. Before he was completely drunk, he saw Lin Kai’s face 

unchanged, and he sighed depressedly, “Si Shengyu, He Shenglin!” 

After speaking, Bai Haoyu fell on the table drunk. 

Lin Kai smiled when he saw the system was completed. The silver extraction ability he was rewarded 

was not bad, and could be used later. 

Chapter 1577: Missing Child 

Chapter 1577: Missing Child 

Seeing that the system task was completed, Lin Kai did not continue drinking. 

But at this time, Bai Haoyu was drunk and unconscious. 

Lin Kai was a little helpless. He was full anyway, so he opened a room for Bai Haoyu, took him in, and 

threw him directly on the bed. 



Of course, Lin Kai used some infuriating energy and stayed on Bai Haoyu. 

In order to avoid any accidents, it’s easy to get drunk and no one looks after. 

He left some true anger, just to avoid this happening. 

After finishing this, Lin Kai left the room and began to take Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng, the twin 

sisters, to the high-speed rail station. 

Because the twin sisters had been cured by Lin Kai, the two of them decided to go home together. 

Although the two of them occasionally went home to watch them, they hadn’t at all for two years, and 

they went back to watch them together. 

And their hometown is in this province, it is faster to take the high-speed rail. 

Lin Kai happened to be fine, so he sent Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng to the high-speed rail station. 

Along the way, Su Mengmeng was more shy than Su Qiaoqiao. 

Lin Kai shook his head and laughed secretly. It seemed that the illness was cured, and Su Mengmeng did 

not pretend to be anything. Earlier Yin Suyan said that Su Mengmeng was a bit hard to talk, probably 

because she didn’t want to have the same character as Su Qiaoqiao and pretend to be like that. 

After all, if the personality is the same, there will be a lot of problems in the heart. 

Now that the heart’s spiritual problem has been resolved, only then has he restored his previous 

character. 

At the gate of the high-speed rail station, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng gave Lin Kai a hug one after 

another, as a farewell, saying that they would wait for the next time and repay Lin Kai. 

The male compatriots passing by all looked at Lin Kai with envy, a pair of very beautiful twin sisters, Hua, 

took the initiative to embrace Lin Kai. 

Naturally, the male compatriots all looked at Lin Kai with envy and hatred. 

Lin Kai expressed helplessness. Fortunately, Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng did not stay too much. Both 

sisters wore masks and walked into the high-speed rail station. 

Lin Kai smiled when he saw Su Qiaoqiao and Su Mengmeng leaving behind. Now that the two sisters 

were cured, he would feel relieved. Su Qiaoqiao is Yin Suyan’s best friend, plus he had promised before. 

Now that it is resolved, he does not stay here much. 

Lin Kai is going to pick up the car in the parking lot and return to his home. 

Unexpectedly, the system once again released a task, which turned out to be a reward for the extraction 

ability of the demigod! 

It has been a long time since I have been here to reward the demigod with the ability to extract the task. 

Each demigod’s extraction ability is quite good. 



Lin Kai chose to complete this task. 

After looking at the details of the entire task, it is actually not so detailed. The main thing is to find a 

young woman in a blue dress. 

When he was thinking about how to find the young woman in the blue dress mentioned in the task, he 

slightly raised his head. 

Lin Kai saw a young woman in a blue dress in the crowd, holding a mobile phone. 

A picture of a little boy was shown on the phone. 

The young woman in this blue dress, whenever she sees a person, she will hold her mobile phone and 

ask passers-by: “Hello, have you ever seen my child? Just like the picture, what I wore today is also in 

the picture. the same.” 

The young woman in the blue dress, every time she asks a person, she becomes more desperate when 

she hears a passerby’s response but does not see it. 

Some passers-by are not here to enter the high-speed rail station, but to wait for them. 

So some people waited for a long time and learned about the young woman in the blue dress. They 

asked for a long time here. After all, the high-speed rail station has a lot of people. 

Through these passers-by’s comments, Lin Kai also knew that the young woman in the blue dress had 

her child missing, and she also reported it to the police. 

But the young woman in the blue dress is too worried about her child, so she can see if she can find it. 

Unfortunately, every time she asks someone, she will be disappointed. 

The young woman in the blue dress is almost desperate. 

While Lin Kai was thinking about it, the young woman in the blue dress had arrived in front of Lin Kai. 

She had no idea how many times she had raised her hand, how many times she held her mobile phone, 

and how many repeated words she said: “Hello, have you seen me? My child, who has been missing for 

two days, is like this, wearing the same clothes.” 

When the young woman in the blue dress said, her expression was very painful. For any normal parent, 

her child is the greatest pride. 

When Lin Kai saw the young woman in the blue dress, his eyes were not only flushed, but also dark 

circles. He had obviously not slept all night, and his eyes became red from crying. This look made him 

sigh secretly, really pity the parents of the world. 

However, his task of rewarding the demigod’s extraction ability is to help find the missing child. 

Ever since, Lin Kai spoke softly: “If you believe me, I can find it for you.” 

Since it is to reward the demigod extraction ability, the task must not be that simple, but Lin Kai is not 

afraid, but instead expects what extraction ability will be rewarded. 

There is no indication on the system task. The more so, the more generous the reward will be. 



This young woman in the blue dress, looking for her child for so long, seems to be the first time she 

heard a passerby answer like this, her red eyes looked hopeful, and she looked at Lin Kai excitedly: 

“Believe! Believe! This gentleman, my child has been missing for two days. Although the police have 

adjusted the surveillance, it is strange that they did not see my child’s trace on any surveillance. 

As a result, the police were in trouble for a while, but they were still helping me without any leeway. 

This gentleman, if you can help me find a child, even if I lose my fortune, I must thank you! “ 

Lin Kai was slightly surprised at once, but it was reasonable. If the police could find it, then there would 

be nothing to do with him. Therefore, he continued to ask: “Where did he disappear two days ago?” 

The young woman in the blue dress hurriedly replied: “It was under a viaduct on our Donghai South 

Road. I was passing there with my child, but under the viaduct, I met an old man with white beard 

dressed as a beggar. Still holding a gourd jug. 

At that time, the old white beard stared at my child with a very strange look. My child stopped leaving 

immediately, as if he had lost some god, and remained motionless. I called my child a few times, but my 

child didn’t respond, until I went to pull my child, my child followed me. 

Its just that I havent walked far, so I let go of my childs hand and walked. When I looked back again, I 

didn’t see my child. It must be the old man with white beard! “ 

Chapter 1578: Looking For 

Chapter 1578 

Speaking of this, the young woman in the blue dress became more excited: “However, the old man with 

white beard has never seen it from the surveillance, as if it does not exist! They all thought I was lying, 

but I really saw The old man with white beard, as if there was some magic power, took my child away 

without knowing it!” 

After Lin Kai listened to the young woman in the blue dress, he was a little surprised, but he didn’t 

expect that there was some peculiar old man with white beard involved. 

If it is exactly what the young woman in the blue dress said, then it is indeed possible that it was done by 

the old man with the white beard. 

Thinking of this, Lin Kai asked again: “Do you have your child’s hair or something related to your body? If 

so, I can help you find your child through this.” 

The young woman in the blue dress shook her head: “I cleaned my house the day before yesterday and 

took my child out. I just didn’t expect my child to disappear like this.” 

As she said, she paused, seeming to remember something, and quickly continued: “Yes! My child is 

undergoing a tooth replacement period. It was the first tooth replacement a few days ago. She was 

going to keep the tooth as a memorial. This sir, the tooth that was replaced, is it okay?” 

Lin Kai nodded: “This is naturally useful. You take me to your house now and take this tooth that was 

replaced.” 

If other people absolutely think that Lin Kai is a liar, it is even more unlikely that he will take him home. 



The young woman in the blue dress in front of her was about to collapse after looking for her own child 

for two consecutive days. Finally, she saw a person and said that there was hope to be found. She 

couldn’t take care of that much, so she immediately agreed to Lin Kai. 

“Thank you! Really thank you! If I can find my child, I will also give you a sum of money to sell the 

house!” 

The young woman in the blue dress said excitedly again. 

Lin Kai shook his head secretly again when he saw the young woman in the blue dress like this. 

Fortunately, he met him. Otherwise, the young woman in the blue dress would definitely be deceived. 

Afterwards, Lin drove the car, carrying the young woman in the blue dress, to the home of the young 

woman in the blue dress. 

While on the road, the two talked a bit and learned more about the situation. 

The young woman in this blue dress is named Jiang Wenwen. She has been looking for her own child for 

the past two days. On the contrary, her current husband, Luo Dagang, is like a okay person. He eats and 

drinks all day. He even said that if the child didn’t find it, it would be fine, and if he didn’t find it, he 

would divorce. 

In short, Jiang Wenwen was in the car, complaining and spitting out bitterness to Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai learned a lot of information from it. 

He didn’t think that he would be able to find the replaced tooth through Jiang Wenwen’s child. 

In that case, the reward is not the demigod extraction ability, but the silver extraction ability. 

The reason why he still needs to use Jiang Wenwen’s child’s teeth is to determine a direction to find it, 

otherwise, it is indeed as difficult as finding a needle in a haystack. 

Jiang Wenwen’s home is also located in the urban area, not far from the high-speed railway station, only 

a 20-minute drive away. 

Soon, Lin Kai arrived at Jiang Wenwen’s community. 

After getting off the bus, Jiang Wenwen took Lin Kai to the community. 

A few minutes later, Lin Kai entered Jiang Wenwen’s house. 

As soon as he entered, Lin Kai smelled a strong smell of alcohol, and then saw a man about 30 years old, 

drinking on the sofa. 

And the house is still very messy, all kinds of traces of being turned over, the kind of turning boxes and 

cabinets. 

This drunk man saw Jiang Wenwen bringing Lin Kai in, he was furious, pointed at Jiang Wenwen, and 

shouted: “Okay! I didn’t officially divorce you, so you brought a man into the house! You brought Just 

take it, and tell Lao Tzu where is your passbook? After looking through it for so long, I haven’t found it. 

Where are you hiding?” 



Jiang Wenwen seemed to be quite afraid, this drunk man, she quickly said: “Didn’t you give your 

passbook? You should have forgotten where you left it, and this is Mr. Lin who helped me find Taotao.” 

Taotao is Jiang Wenwen’s child. 

When the drunk man heard Jiang Wenwen’s words, he immediately set his eyes on Lin Kai and sneered 

again: “What’s the joke, just like him, can you help find Taotao?” 

This drunk man is obviously Jiang Wenwen’s husband Luo Dagang who has not yet started to divorce. 

Lin Kai took a look at Luo Dagang when he heard the words, and said lightly: “If you can find it, you 

won’t know it then, don’t rush to question it.” 

If it weren’t for the better and smoother completion of this task of finding the missing child, he would 

not bother to argue with Luo Dagang. 

After all, this Luo Dagang was the father of the missing child. If he were to make troubles, the difficulty 

of the task would increase as a result, and it would be a bit uncomfortable. 

Sure enough, after Luo Dagang heard Lin Kai’s words, he took a bottle of wine in his hand and drank a 

few more sips before he said coldly to Lin Kai: “I tell you in advance that I have no money. Just give 

money.” 

Lin Kai shook his head, and then said to Jiang Wenwen: “Go and take your child. Take the changed teeth 

first.” 

Upon hearing this, Jiang Wenwen immediately ran into a room to get it. 

Not long after, Jiang Wenwen came with a small wooden box in her hand. She opened the small wooden 

box and there was a missing tooth. 

Without hesitation, Lin Kai picked up the teeth in the small wooden box, and then spoke to Jiang 

Wenwen: “I have saved your phone number. I will call you again if there is any news.” 

As Lin Kai spoke, he immediately turned and left the door. 

He naturally went, using this tooth to track, to see if he could find the child’s general direction. 

On the contrary, Luo Dagang sneered even more when he saw Lin Kai’s leaving back: “I said stinky lady, 

you brought a liar home, you really belonged to you. Whether you find Taotao or not, I will divorce you 

afterwards. , You can divide the property in half, but this house must belong to Lao Tzu! Of course, 

Taotao is naturally brought by you!” 

Hearing Luo Dagang’s words, Jiang Wenwen was frustrated, she was silent, did not stay here too much, 

but also walked out of here. 

Luo Dagang glanced disdainfully, then continued to drink. 

At this time, after Lin drove out of Jiang Wenwen’s community, he found an unmanned corner and 

urged the extraction ability of tracking. 



It has to be said that although this is a silver extraction capacity, the practicality is not excessive 

compared to the top gold extraction capacity. 

This is also the reason why Lin Kai will do the task of extracting silver ability at will if he encounters it. In 

the unlikely event that a very practical extraction capability is developed, it will make a lot of money. 

Chapter 1579: Black Flame 

Chapter 1579 Black Flame 

After Lin Kai urged the tracking and extraction ability, the child’s dropped tooth immediately flew away 

in one direction. 

This time, Lin Kai let the tooth fly quickly. 

Because he had a car now, he drove the car immediately and followed the direction where the tooth 

flew. 

That direction is southeast, there is a barren mountain and ridge, which belongs to the area still being 

developed. 

Of course, its not as good as the suburbs in the west of the city. Its just a small barren hill with no lakes. 

Its the kind of landscape without much scenery. Otherwise, it will be targeted by investors long ago. 

At the same time, in the southeast, there is a dilapidated temple that has been abandoned for many 

years. 

An old man with a white beard dressed in a beggar’s costume, in this temple, drinking from a large bowl, 

eating meat, and not shying away at all. 

After taking a few bites, the old white beard looked at the children in front of him. 

Among those children, the youngest ones are only four or five years old, and the older ones are six or 

seven years old. In short, they are no more than eight years old. These children were all **** by the old 

man with white beard. 

He looked at the children and said with a weird smile: “Want to eat?” 

The children were very frightened. Looking at the old man with white beard, these children would have 

been tired of crying, otherwise, they would have been crying. 

“This grandpa, I don’t want to eat, I miss my mother, please let me go back.” 

Among them was a child of six or seven who was praying there. 

This child is Jiang Wenwen’s, that is, Taotao. 

The old man with white beard smiled even more strangely when he heard the child say this: “Taotao, 

your mother doesn’t want you anymore, and she said let me take you away and eat you again. So, two 

days ago, I only Took you away.” 

Taotao was so frightened that he cried again, but the tears were gone. He cried and denied, “You are a 

lie! My mother never said that you wanted to take me away! You bad guy! !” 



The old man with white beard grinned, but the smile was very gloomy. He looked up at the sky outside 

his eyes and muttered to himself: “The time is almost here. Wait until I refine the resentful spirits I 

need.” 

Then he looked at the children and said impatiently: “If any of you cry again, I will be the first to eat his 

meat!” 

At this moment, the children were too scared to cry. 

The old white beard nodded in satisfaction, and continued to drink and eat meat. 

After eating and drinking, the old man with white beard raised his head and looked outside again: 

“There is still a quarter of an hour, so start preparing now.” 

The old man with white beard refines for himself, so he has to choose a good time. 

So, he quickly set about preparing, first took out a wooden sword, this wooden sword is very different 

from the Taomu sword used by Taoists. 

This wooden sword is jet black, and it looks very gloomy, not to mention that there is a chance of 

resentment on it, circulating there. 

The old white beard used his jet black wooden sword to stir up a few black rune papers, and then string 

them together. Soon after he said something, those black rune papers instantly burned into a ball of 

flame. 

The flame was thrown on the seven wood piles laid out on the ground by the white beard old man, 

igniting a strange black flame. 

In the middle of the pile of wood, there is a place where children can sit. 

Obviously, the old man with white beard wanted to burn these children with black flames. 

At this time, the strange black flame gradually burned. 

The old man with white beard could not wait, so he grabbed the children one by one. 

Although the children did not feel the temperature of the weird black flame, they had a biting cold 

feeling. The cold children shivered. 

Even the children didn’t even have the strength to cry. This black flame was very strange. 

Seeing the appearance of the children, the old man with white beard grinned suddenly: “Haha, this black 

flame really has a miraculous effect, and I will use this black flame to refine my resentful spirit in the 

future!” 

The black flame was actually obtained by the old man with white beard not long ago. He stole it from an 

ancient tomb. 

He pondered for a few days before he gradually realized the way the black flame was displayed. 

This is his first experiment, and he didn’t expect the experiment to be so successful. 



Seeing these children gradually being swallowed by the black flame, the old white beard smiled even 

more gloomily. 

A few days ago, he originally had a grieving spirit, but he didn’t know who solved it, maybe he ran away. 

Anyway, I can’t find it anymore. 

He wanted to refine a more powerful resentful spirit. 

In the past two days, he has caught several children in various places and used them for refining. 

Just as the old man with white beard was thinking, he suddenly heard the roar of a car. 

The sound was very loud, wave after wave, obviously a good car, still coming at a very fast speed. 

The old man with white beard frowned instantly. The place where he was located was very remote. To 

be precise, no one would pass by for ten and a half months. Even if someone passes by, it is a nearby 

villager, but even nearby villagers rarely come. 

What’s more, it is a car that sounds very good. 

The visitor was naturally Lin Kai. Based on his ability to track and extract, this tooth guided him to come 

here quickly. 

As early as a kilometer away, Lin Kai sensed that this tooth slowed down a bit, indicating that it was 

about to reach its destination. 

He immediately used his golden pupil to look at it. He saw a temple a kilometer away, and also saw an 

old man with a white beard, who was casting a strange black flame, trying to swallow several children 

with black flames. 

Among those children, it was Jiang Wenwen’s child Taotao. 

As a result, Lin Kai did not hesitate to step on the accelerator pedal to the end. Although it was a 

wilderness, the road section was not good, and the ground was also bumpy. 

However, Lin Kai’s driving skills were able to accelerate with all his strength, and he was almost outside 

the temple in less than half a minute. 

Immediately, Lin Kai got off the car quickly and entered the temple at the fastest speed. 

He wanted to extinguish the black flames first, but found that the black flames were not extinguished at 

the beginning. 

Lin Kai was very surprised, but he used some infuriating energy, but he didn’t kill it. 

It wasn’t until Lin Kai urged his dantian to burn a large amount of black flames, and then barely 

extinguished the black flames. 

He was even more surprised. It hadn’t happened in a long time. It seemed that the black flame was very 

extraordinary. 

After extinguishing the black flame, Lin Kai quickly locked his eyes on the old man with white beard. 



The old man with white beard was even more shocked than Lin Kai at this time, but he knew that this 

black flame could not be extinguished by himself, no matter what. Unless the black flame swallows a 

living body, it will dissipate voluntarily. 

Chapter 1580: Please Upper Body 

Chapter 1580 

Not only that, the old man with white beard used this black flame to deal with the master master. 

The master master, after meeting the black flame, was instantly swallowed by the black flame, frozen 

into ice, let alone extinguished. 

He used black flames a few days ago, but he never used black flames to refine wraiths. 

Today is the first time he used black flames to refine it. 

I just didn’t expect to see a young man at the beginning of the refining process, but within a few 

seconds, he would extinguish his black flame. 

As a result, the old man with white beard was very shocked at this moment. 

What made the old white beard stunned was that he could see that the young man in front of him was 

at least a master-level master. 

He wanted to turn around and flee. Unexpectedly, the young man in front of him, that is, Lin Kai, directly 

hit the old man with white beard and punched him hard. 

The old man with white beard didn’t even have time to react, so he was hit with a fist by Lin Kai and flew 

out instantly. 

But this old man with white beard had some strength, only being repelled and hurt a little. 

Seeing Lin Kai attacked again, the old man with white beard knew that he was not Lin Kai’s opponent, so 

he hurriedly shouted: “This little friend, don’t do it! Don’t do it! I can give you what you want!” 

Lin Kai slowed down a bit after hearing this, but still walked to the old man with white beard, and faintly 

responded: “Are you going to refine something with these children? A vicious person like you, Not 

worthy to live in this world.” 

There was a faint hatred in the eyes of the old man with white beard, but on the surface, it still looked 

like I knew it was wrong, and he begged for mercy: “Little friend, this is the first time I have done this 

kind of thing. They all said to put down the butcher knife. I became a Buddha on the spot. Fortunately, 

my little friend, you stopped me in time and reined my horse. 

Otherwise, I will make a big mistake and absolutely regret it for life. So I still have to thank the little 

friend for stopping, saying that the prodigal son will not change his head. Little friend, give me a chance 

to be a good person in the future! Never do such stupid things again! “ 

Lin Kai sneered. He definitely didn’t believe it. He still took the old man with white beard first. 

Just when he was ready to shoot again quickly. 



The white-bearded old man suddenly raised the black wooden sword in his hand, and kept whispering in 

his mouth: “I use the dungeons of the evil spirits, the star to fight the heavenly officials, all spirits, gather 

my yin talisman, anxious like a law!” 

When the old man with white beard finished reading quickly, the black wooden sword in his hand swung 

towards the Taotao. 

Tao Tao, who was bound, suddenly turned gloomy, as if he had changed himself. 

Even Taotao casually used his strength, and the rope **** on his body broke directly, and then came to 

the old man with white beard very quickly. 

Taotao stared at Lin Kai with gloomy eyes, as if he could make a move at any time. 

Lin Kai frowned when he saw Taotao’s appearance at this time: “Daoshu? No, it should be an incomplete 

method of cultivating immortals.” 

There is indeed Taoism in the country, and it is not weaker than the methods of ancient warriors. 

For example, Master Zhicheng, An Xiaoran, etc., were very good at Taoism, and they entered the Bihua 

Mansion. 

But the old man with the white beard was indeed using Taoism, but he was already beyond the scope of 

Taoism. 

Lin Kai could even feel the fluctuations of infuriating energy around him, but this old man with white 

beard did not have any cultivation skills. 

Obviously, this old man with white beard should have been lucky enough to pick it up, one step is 

incomplete and powerful. 

This allowed the old man with white beard to use this method now. 

If Lin Kai guessed correctly, this incomplete and powerful method of cultivating immortals is similar to 

the highest level of Taoism. 

In other words, the current Taotao is a god who was invited by the old man with white beard to occupy 

his body. 

Of course, this is not a real god, but something weird. 

Lin Kai’s eyes suddenly showed an interesting look. It was the first time he had seen this method. 

Coupled with the black flames before, it must be the incomplete cultivation method that this old white 

beard found. 

While Lin Kai was thinking about it, the white-bearded old man turned towards Taotao and said, “Kill 

him!” 

I saw the black wooden sword held by the old man with white beard, and at the very top, a piece of 

black talisman paper appeared inexplicably. These black rune papers are all composed of grievances. 



Immediately, the black talisman paper sank into Taotao’s body, and then Taotao as if awakened, took a 

bamboo pole from the ground. 

The bamboo pole was in Taotao’s hands, like a battle-tested general with a spear, and swept directly 

towards Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai frowned suddenly, seeing Taotao like this, he couldn’t beat Taotao at all. 

Because the **** invited by the old man with white beard occupied Taotao’s body, he hit Taotao, but 

Taotao was injured, but the **** invited would not be hurt. 

Moreover, Taotao was still a child and couldn’t stand his several attacks. 

It’s a pity that the soul is not here, otherwise it would be possible for the soul to enter Taotao’s body 

and drive away the old man with white beard and the **** he invited. 

Lin Kai thought for a while, and decided to catch the thief first, and settle the old man with white beard. 

So he quickly avoided Taotao’s attack, and hurried away towards the old man with white beard. 

Taotao saw Lin Kai being avoided, grabbed the bamboo pole, and waved towards Lin Kai, trying to stop 

Lin Kai, but Lin Kai was faster. 

The most important thing is that Taotao is the body of a few-year-old child. If you change it to the body 

of a master master, it will be different. 

The more you occupy the body, the more powerful the gods you invite will exert. 

However, in that case, Lin Kai would act unscrupulously on the gods he had invited. He was also a 

cultivator of the Golden Core Stage, unless the **** himself came. Otherwise, even if the master master 

is occupied, he will have various ways to deal with it. 

So Lin Kai hid again, and the old white beard stared at Lin Kai dumbfounded. 

These things he got were left by real immortals. It can be said that most of the great masters are not as 

good as him. 

He never expected that when he met a young man casually, he would easily deal with his hole cards one 

after another. 

The old man with white beard was still thinking, this time refining a few resentful spirits, he is going to 

re-emerge out of the arena, bloodbath the power of China, and reshuffle the cards. 

But now, he died before he was ready to leave. 

Because the next moment, under the horrified and unwilling gaze of the old man with white beard, he 

was hit hard by the old man with a punch by Lin Kai. 

This time, Lin Kai had enough time to condense his true energy, and he submerged in the old man with 

white beard, causing the old man with white beard to be directly crushed by the shocked internal 

organs, killing him instantly. 

At the same time, the **** who occupied Taotao’s body also immediately left. 



 


